
A GENERAL DEPENDENCE RELATION FOR LATTICES1

DANIEL T. FINKBEINER

1. Introduction. An arithmetic theory of lattices, which concerns

the representation of lattice elements in terms of irreducible elements,

has been developed only for lattices which satisfy the semi-modular

law and a chain condition. For such a lattice 2 the principal results

are:

(1) ? has unique irredundant decompositions if and only if 8 is

locally distributive [l].2

(2) The number of components in an irredundant decomposition is

unique if and only if 8 is locally modular [2].

However, the uniqueness of the number of components does not

imply semi-modularity, and a characterization of lattices which have

this uniqueness property will require an arithmetic theory for a

more extensive class of lattices.

A natural method of approach to such a theory is to imbed an

arbitrary lattice in a semi-modular lattice. However, the usual

method of imbedding by means of dependence relations produces lat-

tices in which the join irreducibles are points and the meet ir-

reducibles are maximal elements. Clearly this is not suitable for arith-

metic considerations. The purpose of this note is to formulate the

properties a dependence relation must have if the imbedding is to

preserve join irreducibility and if the imbedding lattice is to be semi-

modular. Since the join irreducibles form a partially ordered set Q,

the dependence relation will be defined on subsets of Q.

2. Terminology and notation. The lattice theoretic terms used

here are standard [3]. Unless otherwise noted, irreducible means join-

irreducible. The null element is trivially irreducible and is excluded

from sets of irreducibles. Lattice operations are denoted W and f~\,

and the corresponding set operations by V and A- If <? is an element

of a partially ordered set Q, let Sa= {q'EQ \ a'Qq}.

3. Properties of the dependence relations. A relation D between

the elements and subsets of a set Q is called a dependence relation
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' Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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provided D satisfies

(Dl) q D SVq for arbitrary SQQ,
(D2) q D S and S D T implies q D T.3

The closure of S is defined by C(S) = {qEQ \ qDS}. The closed
subsets of Q form a complete lattice 8', and 8' is a semi-modular

point lattice provided D also satisfies the exchange axiom

(D3) q D SVq' implies either q D S or q' D SVq [4].
Now let Ç be a partially ordered set, and let A be a relation between

the elements and subsets of Q. The following properties of A are con-

sidered.

(Al) q'Qq implies q' A SVq for arbitrary SQQ.
(A2) q A 5 and 5 A T implies qAT.
(A3) q' A q implies q'Qq.
(A4) q A S and 5 A q implies q E S.
(A5) If q"Eq' implies q" A S, then g A SVq' implies either qA S

or q' A SVq.
Any relation which satisfies Al and A2 is a dependence relation,

and the closed sets form a complete lattice 8'. The following lemmas

are proved readily.

Lemma I. If A satisfies A1-A3, then Sq is closed for all qEQ.

Lemma 2. If A satisfies A1-A3 and if S is completely irreducible in

8', then S = Sqfor some qEQ.

Lemma 3. If A satisfies A1-A3, Sq is completely irreducible in 8'

for every qEQ if and only if A4 is also satisfied.

The first lemma implies that the natural mapping q-^Sq is an

imbedding of Q into 8'. Clearly Sq>QSq if and only if q'Qq, and if

equality holds in either relation, it holds in both. This gives the fol-

lowing result.

Theorem 1. Let A satisfy A1-A3. The set Q' of completely irreducible

elements of 8' is isomorphic to Q under the natural mapping if and only

if A4 M also satisfied.

Now consider the question of semi-modularity. MacLane [4] has

formulated an exchange axiom (E6) which is free from any covering

assumptions and which implies semi-modularity.

(E6) If Sr\TCRCTCS\JT, then Sx exists such that SC\TESi
QS, and (RSJSi)r\TCT.

Theorem 2. 7/A satisfies Al, A2, and A5 and if Q satisfies the de-

» By 5 D T we mean q D T for all qES.
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scending chain condition, then 2' satisfies E6 and therefore is semi-

modular.

Proof. Let S, T, and R be closed sets such that Sf\TERET

ES\JT. The descending chain condition implies the existence of

qi ES-SATsuch thatq"EqJ implies q"ASAT. Clearly q"AR for
all q"Eqi. Let qtET-R; then qtAR.4 If qtAR\Jq'„ then by A5
qi A RVqt, and therefore (SAT)Vqi A R\Jqt. Let S, = C[(5AT) Vff.' ]
Ç5. Then SiÇC(2îV?i)Çr, and SiQSAT which contradicts the
choice oí q¿. Hence ior all q,ET-R,qt A RVq! and C(RVq¿) AT ET.
But also C(RVSi) = C(RVq.'), and finally (RVJSjnTET.

It should be observed that Theorem 2 implies the classical theorem

concerning dependence relations and semi-modular point lattices

[4] when Q is an unordered set. Theorems 1 and 2 combine to give

the main result.

Theorem 3. Let Q be a partially ordered set in which the descending

chain condition holds. If A satisfies A1-A5, the lattice 2' of closed subsets

of Q is a complete semi-modular lattice. The set of completely irreducible

elements of 2' is isomorphic to Q, and every element of 2' is the union of

such elements.

As an example, let Q be the set of irreducible elements of a lattice

which satisfies the descending chain condition. Define the relation

(A) qAS if and only if qQÜS.
It is easy to verify that (A) satisfies A1-A4, and that the mapping

b—>Sb imbeds 2 isomorphically onto 2'. If (A) satisfies A5, 2' is semi-

modular; hence so is 2. The converse is also true; if 2 is semi-modular,

(A) satisfies A5.

It is interesting to note that some restriction of Q, such as the

chain condition, is necessary in order that A5 imply the semi-modu-

larity of 2'. Consider the lattice defined by

u > t > s > qi > q2 > ■ ■ ■ D z,

u > r > pi > p2 > p3 > • • • D 2,

u > r > qu

where every element except u and r is completely irreducible. Rela-

tion (A) satisfies A1-A5 when defined on 2, but 2' is isomorphic to 2

and is not semi-modular.

Other specific examples of irreducibility-preserving dependence re-

* A denotes the denial of A.
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lations which have been applied to lattice imbedding problems will

be given elsewhere.
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